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Hoboken’s Heroes: A Minecraft Adventure 

Project Retrospective 
 

In Attendance: 

Name Role Name Role 

Max Krembs Producer, Director, Director of 

Photography 

Daniel Prillaman Director, Writer 

Emily Price Character Designer Soren Nilson Publicity/Community Manager 

Joseph Schefer Composer Chris Beatley Voice Actor, Animator 

Alex Rafala Animator Rob Michel Voice Actor, Animator 
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Project Overview 
The team began production on Hoboken’s Heroes in November of 2014, and the first episode 
released on July 31st, 2015. The team released the final episode on July 30th, 2016. The team 
worked virtually for 10-20 hours per week for the duration. 

The full team consisted of: 

Max Krembs  Producer, Director, Director of Photography, Voice Actor 
Daniel Prillaman Director, Writer, Scenic Designer, Voice Actor 
Emily Price  Character Designer, Voice Actor, Animator 
Soren Nilson  Publicity/Community Manager, Voice Actor, Sr. Animator 
Joseph Schefer  Composer, Voice Actor, Sr. Animator 
Fe Nguyen  Graphic Designer 
Chris Beatley  Animator, Voice Actor 
Grant Collins  Animator, Voice Actor 
Josh Powers  Animator, Voice Actor 
Rob Michel  Animator, Voice Actor 
Vicente Arroyo  Animator 
Troy Dixon  Animator 
Alex Rafala  Animator 
Tu-An Truong  Animator 
Carl Anderson  Voice Actor, Choir 
Nicole Horton  Voice Actor, Choir 
Rachel Day Hughes Voice Actor, Choir 
Jacob Cummings Choir 
Ray Hilton  Choir 
Justin Mazella  Choir 
Julie Morimoto  Choir 
Latasha Whitmore Choir 
Curtis Wilson  Choir 
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Process Review 
What Went Well 

The act of filming: the team got into a groove with filming and animating, and grew over time 

The project was run very professionally 

JIRA and Confluence were fantastic tools for project tracking 

Daniel and Max had great planning synergy 

The accessibility of console commands (and the overall customizability of Minecraft) made the 
project much smoother than Hamlet  

Scenery design and construction was a collaborative and fun process 

The Rooster Teeth Expo appearance went smoothly, and we were able to introduce a lot of 
people to our work 

Iterative music composition was successful – Daniel and Max conveyed the right things 

Animators coordinated well with Max and each other for complex shots 

Max’s vocal direction was clear, and the pacing of the finished product is very successful 

Voice Actors grew into their roles and performances over time 

“Legitimate creative genius and comedy at many points” 

The creative cohesion on the character/costume design is successful—and the shifts in costume 
are well-thought out 

It was very easy to change skins from animator to animator 

The skin design tool provided backups and was free to use 
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What Went Wrong 

The directors sometimes had difficulty communicating their ideas to each other and/or to the 
rest of the team 

Despite their good points, the character creation tool slowed down production because of its 
multiple bugs and poor UI/UX 

JIRA had a lot of overhead excess features built into it, which raised the barrier to entry and 
lowered the adoption rate 

Character Designs crunched due to time management difficulties and occasional 
miscommunications on deadlines 

Marketing is hard without constant content to keep feeding—or any content at all, for that 
matter 

A run time of over 20 minutes is quite long for internet videos 

The directors often resolved creative disagreements in voice chat in front of the rest of the team 

The schedule and duration of the project was more intense than anyone involved initially 
anticipated, which led to burnout from several members of the team 

Recording audio through Teamspeak was a solution that notably lowered the overall quality of 
the sound design 

Most scenes were filmed without the audio on hand to match animations and timing too 

Postproduction and editing time management was too loosely structured and resulted in too 
staggered a release schedule 

Voice actors didn’t always prepare for their recording sessions—which led to recording sessions 
running long and/or needing to be redone later 
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What We Learned 

We know how to control the dog and make him a legitimate actor! 

We figured out how to not film in order and still be productive 

We must have a script finished and delivered to appropriately set scope prior to production 

Giving the finished footage to Joseph for him to specifically score over it is a lot more successful 
than layering in standalone theme music 

We now have a good protocol prepared for how to on-board/orient new animators, and all 
animators need to go through that orientation prior to being asked to work on actual shots 

We can’t actually do all the voices ourselves—no matter how much we originally liked that idea 

When buying games for a project, we need to buy copies of the game for the studio, not just 
ourselves/specific animators 

All writing should go through an editing pass or two before it becomes set in stone 

We need to be conscious creating a good work environment, and respecting people’s time to 
counter burnout and keep team members invested 

Pipelines and approval processes need to be outlined clearly and posted in an accessible place 

Schedules need to be tightened—particularly preproduction and postproduction when the rest 
of the team is waiting on only a few individuals 

When resolving creative dispute, leaders should take the discussion to a separate “room” on the 
voice chat 

Creating minecraft skin designs from scratch takes time management 

We need to always be on the lookout for new volunteers, and work on volunteer retention  

When planning a project, it’s important to keep in mind the audience and the platform you’re 
working with 

Constant and clear communication is a must in a virtual team, particularly when there are some 
people who are together often in real life—it’s easy to create an “out group,” and we want to 
avoid that moving forward 

 

 


